Deficiency of Nutritious Food and vitamins causes arthritis, brain & nervous system disorders, weakness, heart, bones & skin related many dangerous diseases while 50-80% people suffer from malnutrition.

Chemical and animal based nutrition and vitamins that are sold in the market often cause harm to the body as they are not according to the human nature.

Patanjali scientists have researched on natural herbs for years to provide you natural health with 100% Natural, Organic & Plant based range of Nutrela Natural Vitamins and Nutraceuticals.

Animal & chemical based protein can harm digestive system and kidneys. Introducing Nutrela 100% natural, organic, milk based protein.

A golden job opportunity for India’s skilled, energetic & dynamic youngsters.

Under the Swadeshi, healthy and prosperous India initiative of Nutrela nutrition join us at district & tehsil level as Sales Team/ Medical Team (M.R). Graduates with 3-5 years sale experience owning a 2 wheeler are invited to feel thousands of vacancies in India. For more information and to apply contact;
Kishor kejriwal threat to unity of country, says Cong

The Congress leader accused Kishor of being the “antithesis” of the people who were a part of the anti-corruption movement. He said that Kishor was working to divide the country. Kishor was also accused of being linked to the political party of Delhi’s Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal.

The Congress leader further stated that Kishor was working to create a rift between the people of the country. He alleged that Kishor was trying to create an atmosphere of fear and hate in the country.

Kishor, on the other hand, thanked the Congress for including him in its protests. He said that the power of people would ultimately decide the outcome of the situation.

The Congress leader also accused Kishor of being a “false friend” of the people who were a part of the anti-corruption movement. He said that Kishor was trying to divide the country and create an atmosphere of fear and hate.

Kishor, however, thanked the Congress for including him in its protests. He said that the power of people would ultimately decide the outcome of the situation.
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Punjabi set to witness multi-party contest

SAJNAPATI, CHANDIGARH

Battle lines are drawn in the Border State of Punjab for the 2022 Assembly elections. For the first time in 17 years, the People's Democratic Party (PDP) is contesting elections in the State,

In Jammu, the Jammu and Kashmir Pradesh conference of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) concluded 39 years ago. The majority of them have a strong loyalty towards the Party.

In the eight district elections, the BJP has secured 22 victories in 2021, winning all but one seat in the State. All eight votes were given to the BJP.

In Lahore, Kasganj was to vote for the first time in 2014.

In the last 7 years, the State has been on the receiving end of various political developments.

Kejriwal returns to terror sympathiser barb: Added 13,420 classrooms

NEW DELHI, FEBRUARY 26, 2022: "The televised debate, which was held by the rebels each accused the other of being involved in the conflict, sparked widespread outrage.

During the debate, the two leaders traded barbs, with each accusing the other of being a "terrorist" and "sympathiser" of others. They also accused each other of failing to address the concerns of the people in the region.

Meanwhile, top Ukrainian officials, including President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, have condemned the attack.

The officials fled to a bomb shelter during the shelling attack during a tour of the area.

The attack, which left many injured and caused widespread damage, is believed to be an act of revenge by Russian-backed separatists.

Following the attack, the Ukrainian armed forces have imposed a curfew in the region and are reportedly preparing for further attacks.

On March 16, Zelenskyy announced that the country's military had retaken control of the area, indicating a possible turning point in the conflict.

However, despite the announcements, the situation remains tense, with both sides accusing each other of perpetrating atrocities.

The situation in the region continues to be closely monitored by international organizations and governments, who are calling for an immediate ceasefire to allow for humanitarian aid to reach those in need.
BJP alleges link between blast convicted, SP

A day before 55 Assembly constituencies are to go to polls, the Bihar Police on Wednesday arrested two members of a convict conv. linked with the Janata Dal United, one of them associated with SP chief Akhilesh Yadav.

Dubbing the Opposition as a terrorist sympathiser, BJP Leader Union Minister Anurag Thakur shared photographs proving that a member of a convict was associated with SP chief Akhilesh Yadav.

He was the mastermind of the Parliament attack, Thakur stated that not only the convicts of 2008 were arrested, but those of 2002 and 2005 were also arrested, and they have got their hands, the BJP leader told the media. Including in his statement, that he could not have been arrested, as he is being ‘bottled’ by the MRP Government in Delhi.

On a Court in a state, a convicted criminal was arrested, being involved in a Benegal blast, and his name was referred to his red caps as ‘red tops’. Thakur said, “There will be more than this, and then the whole story will come out.”

The BLP leader alleged, “Both of them are involved in the activities of many of the convicts, therefore, PFI and Ministers report that they are all members of the same organisation.

Mogi leading a huge project in America

The Prime Minister stated that the world would be able to look at India’s achievements and the Prime Minister reiterated his proposal that the world would be able to see a model of India in America, as the government has given priority to technology and innovations, he added.

That the country today will focus on innovation for the first time in its history, which is now the first time in the history of the Chinese economy.

In 2013, the Prime Minister said that the country will be able to achieve the world’s most advanced technology, and the same is being achieved.
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President Joe Biden has warned Russia on Wednesday that it is “pursuing its plans” to invade Ukraine and predicted that such an attack would be “crude and predictable.”

“Let’s just be clear about this: We do believe that Russia is moving forces toward the border of Ukraine,” Biden said. “There’s no mystery about the fact that they are there.”

He said that Russia’s actions suggest it is “making military preparations to invade.”

“Russia is fundamentally a nation that has used military force,” he said. “Their history is long on military force.”

Biden said that the US and its allies would support Ukraine “in every way that we can.”

“Don’t be fooled by them,” Biden said. “Their history is long on military force.”

Biden also said that the US and its allies would impose military and economic sanctions on Russia if it proceeds with an invasion.

“President Biden has said that we will impose significant, and we believe effective, economic sanctions on Russia. If you don’t believe us, just watch us,” Biden said. “We have alreadyج گیا یواپیمادنی چنیا یا یواپیمادنی چنیا یا یواپیمادنی چنیا یا یواپیمادنی چنیا یا یواپیمادنی چنیا یا یواپیمادنی چنیا یا یواپیمادنی چنیا یواپیمادنی چنیا یواپیمادنی چنیا یواپیمادنی چنیا یواپیمادنی چنیا

Argentina

Chinese cities announce rewards for tip-offs on Hong Kong fugitives

Multiple Chinese cities have announced cash rewards for tip-offs about people allegedly crossing the border from Hong Kong, which is ruled by China.

The announcement comes in the wake of reports that Hong Kong fugitives have been crossing the border to seek asylum.

The cities of Shanghai, Chongqing, Guangzhou, and Dongguan in China’s south have offered rewards of up to 100,000 yuan (USD 15,785) for tip-offs about Hong Kong fugitives who have crossed the border.

The rewards are aimed at deterring people from leaving Hong Kong, which is ruled by China.

According to reports, the rewards will be paid to anyone who provides information leading to the arrest of a Hong Kong fugitive.

The rewards are part of a wider crackdown on those leaving Hong Kong to seek asylum in other countries.

Hong Kong, a Special Administrative Region of China, is ruled by China.

The announcement follows reports of people leaving Hong Kong to seek asylum in other countries.

The Chinese government has been cracking down on those leaving Hong Kong to seek asylum.
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New Delhi: The domestic jewellery sector will get a major boost with the launch of India’s first gold bullion exchange by V fiancee Exchange, a wholly owned subsidiary of V fiancee, a leading gold trading platform, on Saturday.

"The gold bullion exchange, which will be launched on Saturday, will provide a platform for the trading of gold bullion, allowing for greater liquidity and efficiency in the gold market," a spokesperson for V fiancee Exchange said.

"We are excited to launch this exchange as it will provide a much-needed platform for the gold trading community," said Mr. A. K. Singh, Chairman of V fiancee.

The exchange will offer a variety of gold bullion products, including physically delivered gold bars and gold plate forms. It will also provide margin trading for gold, allowing investors to trade gold with leverage.

"The launch of this exchange is a significant step forward for the Indian gold market," said Mr. Singh. "We are confident that the exchange will be well-received by the gold trading community and will help to further develop the market."
BCCI gives Kohli break from bio-bubble before third T20I against WI

The BCCI has given senior batsman Virat Kohli a 10-day break from the West Indies tour of India, beginning on February 24 in Lucknow followed by two T20Is against the West Indies scheduled in Kolkata on Sunday.

As reported by PTI on Friday, Kohli will not play the third T20I against the West Indies in Lucknow on Saturday, but will return to India and is expected to be available for the following two T20Is.

Kohli, who had last home on Sunday morning in India as he already had to test negative twice, will not feature in the India team for the next T20 match against the West Indies as Kohli is expected to be available for the last T20I.

The Indian team for the 3rd T20I will be picked on the first day to take a 1 to 1 ratio with the West Indies team.

However, the team wants to ensure the bio-bubble is not breached as Klus and Omphale have expressed their availability to play the second and third T20Is.
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I can't stress enough on how every part of our country is gifted with great acting talent. The task is to pick the right set of actors for the right story at the right time, and the easiest way to do that is

There has been a casting process evolved over the years?
Finding casting that fits and justice to roles has brought a significant part of the filmmaking process and with acting is always the most challenging. In the last couple of years, the process has become a crucial part of the filmmaking process. Casting directors use various methods for an intensive experience to a rough task and get a constant have to keep upbeat. The 'why' is not an issue, that is casting directors do it to find their way into the characters written. Individual actors or the entire ensemble has to hold the context together for the audience. It has to be believable and suitable for the audience. But the idea of finding an actor who is watching content at home, the case of the casting process is to know if the content is

What kind of responses are you receiving for 'Ichh Khan' and 'Asur'?
Casting has been given an extra push because of Covid-19 lockdown. The lockdown led to a more concentrated and focused public and private work. With work from home becoming a part of the pack and parcel of life, environment-consciousness was the requirement. More and more people made use of this time to get back to their roots and go back to their traditional, normal and sustainable fashion. That is why the first step towards sustainable fashion was to go back to natural fabrics, as opposed to synthetic fabrics. Unlike rayon, nylon and polyester which are man-made, silk has natural origins. This indicates that they are environment-friendly, breathability, and comfort. It is also a sustainable and absorbent and, comfort

Terry your silk saree in the past is a bit of a tradition. This means that you can wear your saree for the whole year. The number of sarees in your wardrobe with the internet, the contemporary lifestyle, you can have a lot of sarees and why it has been a big hit in the front instead of back.

Keep Upcycling
In the last couple of years, but that doesn't mean to wear the traditional, sustainable, silk is not only the good for the environment, but it is also

Bollywood is a land of diverse culture. From the West to the East, from the traditional to the modern, India is a land of diverse culture.

Unlike rayon, nylon and polyester, which are made, silk has natural origins. This means that they are environment-friendly, and comfortable to wear in all seasons.

PRASHANSA SAHA shares ways to sustainably use silk fabrics.

In today's day and age, with the increasing number of celebrations, brocade adds a major

Don't take our word for it, just try them on yourself and wear it.

Masterstroke
Sublime is a platform that brings us into contact with artists from other cultures, with a piece of which is used to create your path or the

It is an attempt to document time and create awareness and education processes. It ensures that the DNA of products like clothes, furniture, and other things remains

We are currently working on the many of the different elements of the picture show and how they interconnect. At the end of the day, we are the

Sound of music is the most basic sounds of nature that we hear and heart and at least, together with our individual and collective music. We can help in bringing music and poetry together through

AN EVENING OF MUSIC
Music is the best medicine. Here are the top 10 songs of the week that will lift up your weekend mood

Bollywood vibes

Telly TALE
Learning through it
Richa Chadha, a versatile actress, and a true talent. She has a unique talent for getting into character and being believable in every role. Richa Chadha's performance in "廛 jee 2" is a testament to her ability to

RELEXING SHOALY
Bollywood is the place where characters will be in the growing
dominate the minds of the audience. It is a medium

TEAMING UP FOR GOOD
This is also a time when people come together

In this project, the director is working with Ravi Dhawan, who is also known to the audience for his work in "Dev.

ut, that is casting directors do it to find their way into the characters written. Individual actors or the entire ensemble has to hold the context together for the audience. It has to be believable and suitable for the audience. But the idea of finding an actor who is watching content at home, the case of the casting process is to know if the content is

Plan your Day
With the internet, the creative can wear your sari for the
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India is in the throes of state elections & the buzz is gathering momentum. With the high interest to consume views and topics on this subject, it is very important to get the marketing and branding aspects right, writes JAYSHREE M SUNDAR

BUILDING A POWERFUL POLITICAL BRAND IS A HUGE CHALLENGE ONE THAT TAKES YEARS AND SOMETIMES GETS DESTROYED IN ONE FELL SWOOP, AND THERE ARE MANY CHALLENGES TO CONTINUING THE BRAND VALUES AND CORE MESSAGES AS THIS DOES NOT BELONG TO THE USUAL WORLD OF FAST-MOVING CONSUMER GOODS

ENGAGING THE PUBLIC VIA LIVE VIDEO

For many, the 8th of June prime time is a fixture. Politicians are now empowered to break their own rules and engage in conversations with their constituents real-time. For example, many politicians regularly live stream on Facebook and Instagram as a way to interact with voters and provide insights into the US. Rather than talk at voters, live videos encourage both meaningful and personal conversations. This is more prevalent in western world - but it is likely to cause the India frazz in a big way.

ALMOST INVISIBLE LEAD-TIMES

Political parties must keep the conversation going with the voter base. Unlike the usual rate of engagement twice or thrice a week, these videos are live streamed throughout the day. Sometimes there is no choice. There are rebuttals, counterpoints. There are new ideas. And you must keep diversing material till it reaches the customer.

MOBILE IS THE PRIMARY MEDIUM

India’s population is young. Approximately 65% to below 35. Coupled with their 700 million smartphones in the country growing at 25 million per quarter, this is the key to look at in the current elections and going further. Most young people consume news via online articles, news letters, new, other social media and mass media. Also, the younger age uses technology to both access and create. Creating for the younger screen is key. Youtube, memes, music videos and memes are what get real buzz and viral very quick.

MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE IS CRAFTING THE STRATEGY CAREFULLY

This is not a region or a sub-set. This is the whole country you are dealing with. In an assembly election, a full slate. Some of the key to understand the European countries is to put together first. For example, a party must decide its election game plan. What will the approach be? Locally, which political party will you reach out to? Also what is the language you will use? Hindi, English or other?

THIS WILL LEAD TO THE BRAND PROMOTION

Every brand should be built on a strong, differentiated consumer proposition. Through their propositions, brands must have points of parity which are necessary to be in the playing field (for instance, every political brand stands for the Indian voter) and also need to have compelling points of difference (Party that talks to the youth or party that is secular or party that drives growth). Political brands, usually offer economic development, attractive monumen ts domestic and foreign, creating rapid and massive employment, improving poverty. These are promises we find every political party makes as its election stand. The point of difference lies in how long does he remain there, and a political brand that does not offer them, therefore, does not stand a chance. Hence, the point of difference has to arise from an entirely different dimension — which could be commitment to growth, the needs of a particular region or group or a track record of superior performance.

SELECTION

It would be every party’s wish to target the voter base. But what’s possible? That means endless budget to get the voter to see your message till they register. In media savvy, this would mean heavy expenses. So usually, a Target segment-wise exercise must be undertake. Who are you talking to? Who is prolif- erating it far to you?

BRAND ADVOCATOR

Regular brands sometimes use a celebrity or a spokesperson to endorse a product to give it impetus. In Political Brands, this is a must. Regular brands can get away with it. In a Political scenario this is an absolute must. Because they embody ideologies that the consumer relates to. In the 2023 US elections, the Republicans were represented by the incumbent President Donald Trump. To his popularity the democrats needed to build the right candidate to counter the political narrative with Trump. The party sought candidates. Once Joe Biden became the face for Political Brand wars began. As it is the beginning — when brands are at way the consumers resonate with the most. They keep them on track. The way brands can keep them on track is through leadership and in India it’s important for the leader to connect across age groups, the parti cularly the youth. Saini is in the throes of state elections and the buzz is at its peak. This will all lead to the general elections in 2024. With the high interest to consume news and views on this subject, it is very important to get the marketing and branding aspects right.

The writer is a former advertising profes- sional and now leader marketing centre of schools; the salon debt Debt FORGE 2004. Advertising serves of an impossible victory have been published by Titan.
A spiritual guide encourages people to try meditation, after they have been given the spark, writes SANT RAJINDER SINGH

**Sunday, February 22, 2004**

A spiritual guide encourages people to try meditation, after they have been given the spark, writes SANT RAJINDER SINGH

**A SPIRITUAL GUIDE TEACHES US TO DO EXPERIMENTS INSIDE OUR BODY. THEY HELP US CONNECT WITH THE INNER LIGHT AND SOUND AND WATCH OVER OUR PROGRESS.**

**YUKA BEHAVIOUR**

Yuka refers to a great soul who has achieved a bond with God, writes AJIT KUMAR BISHNOI, as he shares ways to be one

**Knowing nothing of our modern world, we find Yuka, a child, in the midst of nature, climbing into a crashing tree, a branch of a fruit tree, in search of mangoes. She is poor, but she has a delectable, deepthot happiness and purity. She does not care, because she is lost in nature.**

Dr. Smith, who is a child, being a tool of nature, is bound to find the true self of the individual and to bring out his true potential.**

Yuka, a child, is a descendant of the Indian mystic Kabir. She is not only a child, but also a mystic, a saint, and a sage. She is a direct descendant of the great saint, who is her guru. She is a child, but she is also a saint, a sage, and a mystic.
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Canada's Freedom Convoy: Advocacies, Pandemic Policies, and Protests

MAHARSH SAWKAR

Making India world’s top economy

Although China’s high saving rate, better infrastructure, and its manufacturing being away ahead of India, cannot match the prowess of its services-driven industry and its institutional stability, deeply interwoven in pluralism and democracy.

The recent economic data shows a growth rate of 4.2% per cent against 4.9% in the last year. The government wants to achieve growth rate of 6% in the next five years. The services sector accounts for 65% of India’s GDP. It has the potential to be higher growth sectors in the near future, with the agriculture sector contributing around 15% and industry around 20%.

In recent years, India has witnessed rapid growth in the services sector, driven by factors such as globalization, outsourcing, and technological advancements. The services sector includes industries like information technology, business process outsourcing, finance, and insurance.

Rahul Sood, Managing Director of Accenture India, said, “India’s services sector has been a key driver of the country’s economic growth. The sector has shown resilience during the pandemic, and we expect it to continue growing.”

India’s services sector is home to several global companies, and it has emerged as a preferred destination for outsourcing and offshoring. The sector employs a large number of people and contributes significantly to India’s GDP.

The services sector’s growth is driven by factors such as the country’s strong English-speaking population, the availability of skilled labor, and a favorable business environment. The sector’s growth is also supported by the government’s initiatives, such as the Make in India program and the Digital India initiative.

India’s services sector is expected to continue growing in the coming years, with the potential to create more jobs and contribute further to the country’s GDP. The sector’s growth is expected to be driven by factors such as the increasing globalization, the growing demand for outsourcing, and the advancement of technologies.

However, the sector also faces challenges such as the need for skilled labor, the need for better infrastructure, and the need for a favorable business environment. The government needs to address these challenges to ensure the continued growth of the services sector.

It is important to note that the services sector is not only limited to India’s domestic market but also has a significant presence in the global market. India is considered a leader in the services sector, and its services sector is expected to continue growing in the coming years.
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(Aries) March 21–April 19
This week you will prove the best of your capabilities and express your individuality in every area. You will feel freed from any constraints and restrictions. You are resourceful and your expertise will be in demand. You will not have to rush to get your work done. You will be able to give attention to your personal life. This week is a great time to pursue your personal and professional goals. This week will also allow you to experience a sense of freedom and independence. You will have many opportunities to show your skills and talents. You will have a great deal of support from your friends and colleagues.

(Taurus) May 21–June 20
This week your efforts and challenges will pay off. You will feel confident in your ability to overcome obstacles and achieve your goals. You will have opportunities to express your creativity and imagination.

(Cancer) June 21–July 22
This week you will experience a surge of energy and enthusiasm. You will feel motivated and ready to take on new challenges.

(Scorpio) Oct 23–Nov 21
This week your task will be to focus on your goals and objectives. You will have the ability to overcome obstacles and achieve your goals.

(Pisces) Feb 19–March 20
This week you will experience new opportunities and changes in your life. You will have the chance to explore new ideas and possibilities.